ASSA ABLOY VERSAMAX ICU
OVERHEAD CONCEALED FULL BREAKOUT TRACKLESS
NARROW STILE TELESCOPIC EQUAL PANEL SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM

U.S. PATENT
8,096,342 B2

NOTES:

STANDARD PACKAGE CONSISTS OF:
• STANDARD FINISH:
  CLASS 1, 018MM, CLEAR AA-M12C2A41
• NARROW STILE RAILS
• 1/4" GLASS STOPS AND BLOCKS
• PULL HANDLE(S) AND RECESSED FINGER PULL(S)
• NURSE ASSIST MAGNETIC CATCHES
• FULL OPENING DAMPENING DEVICE
• FLUSHBOLT-FREE DESIGN

OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
• SPECIAL FINISHES
• PACKAGE WILL ACCEPT UP TO 1 1/4" [31.8]
  INSULATED GLASS, SEE SHEET AA-13 FOR DETAILS
• 7" & 10" BOTTOM RAILS, SEE SHEET AA-14 FOR DETAILS
• MUNTINS, SEE SHEET AA-14 FOR DETAILS
• SEE SHEET OS-1 FOR ALL OTHER OPTIONS.

CONSULT FACTORY FOR ALL CUSTOM CONFIGURATION SIZES OR SIZES OVER 12'.

DOORS WILL ONLY BREAK OUT WHEN IN THE FULLY OPEN POSITION.

REFER TO RELEVANT [LOCAL, STATE, NATIONAL, OR AHJ] BUILDING CODE FOR MIN DOOR HEIGHT & MIN/MAX WIDTH ALLOWABLE FOR EGRESS REQUIREMENT IN CONJUNCTION WITH TABLE.